
President’s Report - April / May 
        It was fantastic to finally have an exhibition after almost 18 months. We had 
many compliments on this year’s exhibition, particularly the    quality of the work 
and the hanging. A huge thank you to all those who helped with the bumping in 
and out and the hanging - it all ran very smoothly.  The opening night was very 
well attended but unfortunately this was not reflected in the sales. Sales were not 
so good and we have to come up with some marketing and more advertising 
strategies within the Council’s guidelines, which are very strict. I am sure there are 
still a lot of residents in the area who have no idea what a fabulous gallery and 
arts facility Lane Cove has. 

        I have secured a booking at the Longueville Sporting Club (The Diddy)      
Saturday 14th August and Sunday afternoon 15th August for our next exhibition, 
which will be a charity event. Members and friends or any Artists who would like 
to participate can register and will be supplied with a small canvas at no cost, to 
paint in any medium and style of their choice. It will be a chance to get together 
with other artists, exhibit your work to a different and much larger audience. All 
works will be the same size and price, with proceedings going to charity.  

        The Lane Cove Council Art Show Opening is the last Friday of August (27th) 
coinciding with the Spring Fair and the exhibition will run for the following two 
weeks. I am working with other members of the committee on updating the web-
site and hopefully making it a lot simpler to register for shows etc.  I would also 
like to have a gallery on the website showing members and their works for sale.  

        There is an exhibition at the National Gallery Canberra , “Botticelli to Van 
Gogh - Masterpieces from the National Gallery London”, exclusive to Canberra.   
It would be a good opportunity for an excursion for members. If there is a lot of  
interest I will investigate costs for transport and entry. 

        Thank you for the nomination and thanks to the new members and those 
who have been on the committee for years, Diana, Julie and John. I will be sorry 
to see Lyn retire, she has been a lot of fun and great to work with. I am feeling 
confident about the year ahead, I have great support and the future is looking 
bright . 

Kind Regards,                                                                                                       
Annie Pavlovic, President 
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2021 MEETINGS 
We have a change of venue for our 
monthly meetings this year. They 
will be held at  the Longueville 
Sporting Club “The Diddy”, cnr 
Kenneth Sreet and River Road, 
Longueville. Parking is available  
on Kenneth Street and on William 
Edward Street (walk along the well 
lit path through the park past the 
tennis courts to the front of the  
building. 
 
We will hold the meetings on  
Tuesday evenings at 7pm (not 
Thursdays). General Meeting and 
art demonstration. 

27 April                                         

25 May – Susie Murphie, water-
colour. 

22 June – Matilda Mitchell, tonal 
painting in all mediums. 

27 July, 24 August, 28 September 

26 October, 23 November. 

Join the Committee.  
Assist our great team to run our 
wonderful Art Society. Going for 
over 50 years, and still vibrant!  
Contact a member of the  
Committee as below. 
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ArtXtra!  PRIZEWINNERS                         
From Judge Debbie McKinnon 

LLOYD REES WINNER Moody Morning - Vicki Radcliffe.          
An ‘empty’ landscape can reflect something very personal back 
to the viewer. Moody Morning does that in spades, allowing the 
imagination to wander. I loved her use of limited palette and the 
contrast of the sky drama with the stillness of the ocean. 

GUY WARREN PRIZE WINNER After The Rain - Ania Zmijewska. 
The energy and rhythms of this work make it stand out- I really 
feel nature bursting forth after life giving rain. Lovely freedom in 
the mark making. 

OILS AND ACRYLIC WINNER  Bush Song - Linda Gleeson.        
A joyful painting with great use of colour. Simplifying the bush is 
always tricky but the feeling comes through strongly. The dark 
brown and green shadows towards the back complement the 
range of pinks so well.  

Highly Commended Spirit of Hanging Rock - Chrissie Lloyd. 
Commended  Annie Pavlovic - Wetlands.                              
Commended Through The Trees - Khing Sin McCotter. 

WATERCOLOUR WINNER  On the harbour - Diana Hallowes.        
Deceptively simple, the watercolour is used here to great effect. 
The boats have been reduced to unfussy forms and they sit so 
well against the far background. Nothing is overworked and the 
white paper is allowed to show in a very effective manner.  

Highly Commended Reach for The Sky - Pat Wilson.            
Commended Harbour Mode - Robert Buckingham. 

MIXED MEDIA WINNER Really? - Cilla Davis.                          
Fabulous complementary colours make this dynamic work sing. 
The two women have attitude which is obvious from their expres-
sive faces and body language. The layering and mark making are 
exciting and intriguing.  

Highly Commended Long Tall Palm - Pamela Fairburn         
Commended Interlude - Claire Dippert                                   
Commended  Hand of the Lovers - Panchali Sheth  

PASTEL PRINTMAKING AND DRAWING WINNER               
Gold In The Valley - Kathy Smoker.  A beautiful limited palette 
made this work leap forward - a traditional subject so sensitively 
drawn in pastels - it has a lovely sense of depth and stunning 
light. 

Highly Commended Blue Shadows - Lyn Burns                    
Commended At the End of Perfect Day - Robyn Leeder 

SMALL WORKS WINNER  Blue Corals - Robyn Berling. A tiny 
work that so cleverly evokes place and mood using a textured 
monochromatic colour palette. A little gem, not fussy and yet full 
of emotion. 

Highly Commended All to Myself - Vicki Radcliffe                    
Commended North Lake Eyre - Christopher Williams         

On the harbour by Diana Hallowes.

Really? by Cilla Davis.

Gold in the Valley by Kathy Smoker    Blue Corals by Robyn Berling.

Bush Song by Linda Gleeson.

Moody Morning by Vicki Radcliffe. 

After the Rain by Ania Zmijewska. 

Prizewinners at the ArtXtra exhibition, with Patron Ian Longbottom 
(centre back) and President Annie Pavlovic (centre front)



 
Recent demonstrations and talks 
Guest artist for March – Chelsea Lehmann 
Report by Margaret Vickers 
Once the March general meeting (2021) for the Lane 
Cove Art Society was concluded, our guest speaker 
Chelsea Lehmann took centre stage. An award winning 
artist and lecturer in painting and drawing at both the 
National Art School 
and Sydney Col-
lege of the Arts, 
Chelsea’s far 
reaching academic 
accomplishments 
saw her initially 
graduate from the 
Central School of 
Art in Adelaide. 
Scholarships then 
enabled her to 
study and do       

research in Glasgow, Sydney and Paris. After gaining her 
Masters in 2007 from the Sydney College of the Arts she 
more  recently obtained her PhD from the UNSW Art and      
Design centre in 2019. 
       Colour theory was the focus of her presentation. 
Chelsea commenced her talk clarifying terms such as 
material colour, radiant colour, visual colour and concep-
tual colour. Surrounding colours can impact hugely on 
how the eye sees colour. Chelsea then looked closely at 
the meaning behind words such as hue, tone, tempera-
ture and saturation – all words that describe properties 
of colour. She was in effect describing the materiality of 
paint and the chameleon quality it has in the hands of an 
accomplished artist. A colour wheel was used to assist 
in conveying the meaning of complementary (opposite) 
and analogous (adjoining) colours. 
       Aspects of pigment were presented. Lightfastness 
was mentioned. How susceptible a colour is to fading is 
an important consideration especially if longevity of the 
artwork is important. Tinting is the ability of a pigment to 
change the hue of another pigment – so important when 
layers are being built up. Whether a pigment is opaque, 
semi transparent or transparent is important information 
for the artist to comprehend especially as the space of 
the picture plane is manipulated with every layer that is 
created. Chelsea explained,“Selection of transparent, 
semi transparent and opaque paints are useful in order 
to achieve a variety of textural and optical effects.” For  
example, transparent glazes are excellent for deepening 
colour beneath whereas opaque colours are good  
for alla prima work, impasto techniques and for covering  
unwanted marks. On a practical note Chelsea reminded 
artists to read closely the wealth of information that is 
given on the actual tube of paint. Colours can be flat as 
in the work of Mondrian or broken as exemplified by the 
Impressionists, who were chasing light rather than form. 
       The latter part of the presentation showed images  
of artworks created by a whole range of artists including 
Tim Maguire, Maaike Schoerel, Greg Hodge, Chuck 
Close, Jan Riske, Bridget Riley, David Hockney, R B 
Kitaj, Clare Sherman,  Mattias Weischer, Peter Doig, 
Fiona Lowry, Stephen Bush and Tonee Messiah. How 
each of these artists uses colour and applies paint is 
done in very different ways so you may wish to look 

NEXT MEETINGS 
 
Guest artist Susie Murphie                  
Tuesday 25th May     
Susie has been a watercolour artist for over 30 years 
and loves to share her passion for watercolour through 
teaching. “I teach a loose approach to painting. Very 
much 'less is more'. I like to have fun in my lessons and 
do not hold back when someone is not doing the right 
thing... In the nicest possible way of course! I certainly 
give lots of praise too. I try to give students confidence 
in their ability and believe that you only need basic 
drawing skills with watercolour. If the paint is properly 
applied, you will end up with a lovely painting." 
 
Guest artist Matilda Mitchell  
Tuesday 22nd June 
Matilda Michell combines classical still life oil painting 
with a contemporary twist. She incorporates ordinary, 
everyday objects that fit so seamlessly into a classical 
context that they are barely noticeable as ‘modern’. 
Matilda studied painting at the National Art School in 
Sydney and has exhibited in group and solo exhibitions 
around Australia. She has won numerous art prizes     
including the Waverly Art Prize and the John Olsen 
Prize for Figure Drawing. 
       “My painting practice is built on a lifelong love of 
classical painting. I try to pursue the fine craftmanship, 
stillness and exquisite sense of balance created by the 
classical masters, while bringing my own contemporary 
slant to it.” 
       Matilda will show us her tonal approach to painting, 
applicable to all mediums. 
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marks were used to create tone. The importance of  
negative space was apparent in some of the images to 
accentuate form. It was evident in the drawings of both 
these sculptors Giacometti and Henry Moore, that there 
was a freedom and an energy to the 
drawn marks they created. 
       Kim continued her presentation  
by analyzing the drawings of Honore  
Daumier. His work offered social and 
political comment of the times. He  
was able to profoundly capture human 
emotions in his mark making. As a  
result, his work reflected the power  
of art as a form of communication.  
Cartoonists today carry on this tradition. 
       When Kim discussed the work of 
Mondrian she was able to track how 
his artwork changed from being an  
accomplished landscape painter to  
a painter that focused on geometric  
abstract work. The journey was  
enlightening for all artists present as it  
displayed just how radically marks can change over time 
in the life of an artist. 
       In her own practice Kim discussed how she reimag-
ined paintings through drawings. Normally one expects 
the reverse to occur, that is that drawings are used as a 
preparatory step for paintings. One drawing can take 
months to complete. Kim found inspiration in the artwork 
of Spanish Baroque painter, Juan Sanchez Cotan, Belgian 
surrealist artist Rene Magritte and Pieter Bruegel the 
Elder a Dutch Renaissance painter. Paintings from these 
artists have been reimagined in drawings completed by 
Kim. For example, Cotan’s painting of the Quince,  
Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber (1602) was reconfigured 
by introducing objects which are metaphors for experi-
ences in Kim’s own life. Original drawings were made 
using paintings as inspiration. 
       Part of the presentation centred on how Kim  
approaches drawing a portrait. She always finds the 
central part of the subject and works from there. Nega-
tive space is equally important as positive space. Kim 
demonstrated how to hold the drawing tool be it charcoal, 
pencil or oil stick. It was freely held at arm’s length not 
tightly held as when one is writing. Samples of pastel 
work created on coloured ground were laid out for all to 
observe and admire. Conte pastels are the preferred 
brand for her. 
       Kim’s presentation emphasized the power of draw-
ing not only as a means of communication but also a 
way of researching a subject. Form, emotions, ideas, 
beauty and an insight into human nature can all be 
achieved when drawing is executed masterfully. Thank 
you Kim for a most enjoyable evening of art.

them up for your own interest. 
       Chelsea ended her very interesting discussion 
showing us how she sets out the colours on her 
palette. She then demonstrated glazing a section of a 
partly completed artwork using the colour magenta. 
Green was then painted over this glaze and then wiped 
back. Artists do this continual dance of building and 
erasing and arrive at some kind of outcome which may 
not be the final artwork. 
       Thank you Chelsea for taking us down the colour 
theory path. Not only did you bring clarity to a rather 
complex topic but you broadened our art history hori-
zons by referencing the work of many artists who use 
the materiality of paint in interesting ways. In so doing 
you provided a wonderful evening of art for the Lane 
Cove Art Society. Thank you. 
 
The Power of Drawing 
Guest artist for April - Kim Spooner 
Report by Margaret Vickers 
What a beautiful evening of art the Lane Cove Art Society 
was treated to when Kim Spooner addressed our April 
meeting ( 2021). Accomplished artist and lecturer in 
drawing and painting at the National Art School (NAS) 
Kim has had her work exhibited in numerous exhibi-
tions including the Archibald and the Sulman shows. 
She is represented by the Annandale gallery. Drawing 
was the focus of her presentation. 
       Listening to Kim reflect on mark making and the  

creative process was fascinat-
ing. Although artists    create 
visuals to impart ideas and 
feelings it is through the 
medium of drawing that real  re-
search and experimentation 
about a subject can occur.    
To illustrate this very profound 
point Kim proceeded to pres-
ent and discuss the work of 

Swiss sculptor, painter and printmaker Alberto Gia-
cometti, English sculptor Henry Moore and French 
graphic artist Honore Daumier famously known for his 
drawing and lithography. 
       Giacometti is especially well known for his elon-
gated sculptures but Kim presented images of his early 
drawing work. They revealed a wonderful understand-
ing of form. No outlines were present. Inner contours 
were used to realise form. Just as Giacometti used 
drawing to explore form and space so too did Henry 
Moore. Known mainly for his large abstract, organic 
sculptures, (one is languidly lounging outside the NSW 
Art Gallery) Kim displayed images that showed his 
prowess at drawing. Magnificent hands and interest-
ingly visuals of sheep were presented. Cross hatching 
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New Committee members We welcome to our com-
mittee Annette Dale, Kerry Luxton and Khing Sin McCotter, 
who will be in charge of membership and Jean Lou our 
new treasurer. 
 
Life members Lyn Teal, Margaret Vickers and Diana  
Hallowes were given Life Membership of the Lane Cove 
Art Society, at the Society’s March AGM. Their gratitude is 
well expressed by the following note from Marg. “Thank 
you to Lyn Teal and her hardworking committee. Thank 
you very much for giving me Life Membership to the Lane 
Cove Art Society and for the beautiful flowers. It was a 
humbling but very pleasant surprise. I genuinely believe it 
is a wonderful art society reflecting the old fashioned val-
ues of its founders. Now it is composed of a diverse group 
of artists who create interesting artwork of the highest 
standard across many genres. I am proud to be a member 
of this very friendly and encouraging group of artists.  
Many thanks, Margaret Vickers (March 2021)” 
 
Donation to Jan Latta At our AGM, Lyn Teal put to the 
meeting that Jan Latta be given a donation of $1K for her 
continued support of the Society in providing Newsletter 
skills and for devoted work to endangered species. The 
meeting approved by general ayes. Jan has expressed her 
gratitude and appreciation. 
 
New members Welcome to new members Jack Rafi, 
Ros Gervey and Belinda Haworth. 
 
 

Members news “Vine & Wine Exhibition” at the Royal  
Art Society, 25-27 Walker Street, North Sydney 2060,  
Tel. 9955-5752,  14 May – 22 June, including John Perkins 
and Chrissie Lloyd. 
 
 
Online watercolour classes for beginners to  
advanced students. 
 
ZOOM WITH JOSEFIA LEMON 
www.josefialemon.com 
E: siannasky12@gmail.com 
Instagram: josefia_lemon_art  
 
OVERVIEW 
I aim to simplify some of the fundamental techniques of 
painting with watercolours and to achieve a sense of  
distance using tonal values, colours and shapes including 
composition.  Demonstrations will be given step by step.  
References will be provided.  Various subject matters  
including portraiture/figurative for advanced students. 
The fortnightly Monday classes are suitable for beginners  
to intermediate students.   
First class starts on Monday, 1.30 – 4.00 pm, 10 May, 2021. 
Please email me for details. 
The weekly Tuesday classes are for advanced students.  
First class starts on Tuesday, 9.30 – 12.30 pm, 27 April, 
2021.  Please email me for details. 
Maximum number of students per class :10 

MEMBERS’ NEWS!
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